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This report deals with the integration of two types of physiological system
 
simulations. These types are classified as long~term and short-term. The long­
term model is a circulatory system model which simulates long-term blood flow
 
variations and compartmental fluid shifts.- (1) The short-term models simulate
 
transient phenomena of the respiratory, thermoregulatory, and pulsatile
 
cardiovascular systems as they respond to stimuli such as LBNP, exercise, and
 
environmental gaseous variations. (2-4) An overview of the interfacing approach
 
is described in Section 2. Detailed descriptions of the variable interface for
 
-long-term to short-term and between-the three short-term models are given in
 
succeeding sections of this report.
 
In order to fulfill the objectives of the study each system was carefully
 
analyzed. Types of inputs and simulation forcing functions were evaluated.
 
When an identical physiological variable was calculated by more than one model,
 
the calculation which was most physiologically based was retained as an inter­
facing variable.
 
The major emphasis of this component of the study concentrated on the
 
respiratory-pulsatile cardiovascular system with exercise playing the role of a
 
major stimulus. Studies of simulations involving this integrated system and
 





2. OVERALL INTEGRATED SIMULATION
 
For implementatiofn of the simulation of an experiment which might
 
encompass hours, days, and even weeks it is mandatory that two inter­
facing segments be considered. One of these would handle the transfer of
 
variable and parameter values during short-term simulations when all
 
short-term transient models are functioning. The other interface would
 
allow transfer of information in an initialization or reinitialization
 
mode. -Thesetwo interfacing segments are illustrated in Figure 1. The
 
interface between the short-term transient models and the long-term model
 
















Figure 1. 	Overall interfacing schemes of transient and
 




3. INITIALIZATION AND REINITIALIZATION INTERFACE
 
In the following Sections brief descriptions of the salient interfacing
 
features are presented. Since the interface is not individualized with
 
regard to specific system types,'much of the initialization of variables
 
is common to all the systems.
 
3.1 Circulatory to Cardiovascular
 
Establishment of blood volumes after long-term simulations is
 
important. In particular, the unstressed volume (V ) reflecting shifts
 
due to antonomic stimulation needs to be transferred along with total blood
 
volume. Changes in the resistance flow segments, such as in the renal
 
component, play important roles in transient simulations of exercise.
 
Whether implemented as alterations in peripheral resistance or by some
 
other mechanism a cardiac output influence is necessary.
 
3.2 Circulatory to Thermoregulatory
 
Skin blood flow is a variable that contributes to the particular
 
compartmentalization of the thermoregulatory system, thus it is necessary
 
that long-term shifts in this variable be realized'. No other variables
 
are strictly inherent between these two systems. That is, other
 
thermoregulatory system variables are available for reinitialization through
 
the cardiovascular and respiratory system components.
 
3.3 Circulatory to Respiratory
 
A cardiac output update is obtained from the circulatory system via
 
the cardiovascular system. This transfer of variable seems logical since
 
the cardiac output component is removed from the respiratory system and
 





Long-term changes in metabolic rates must be transferred to the
 
respiratory system. In addition, the blood hemoglobin (Hb) level
 
variations are necessary for establishing arterial hemoglobin concentra­
tions (Ca(Hbo2)) in the respiratory system.
 
3.4 Short-term to Long-term Transfer of Information
 
Necessary initialization data from the thermoregulatory system include
 
skin blood flow and a water loss variable. Skin blood flow reflects the
 
short-term thermal environmental changes as well as related physiological
 
changes. Since the long-term circulatory system model does not formulate
 
evaporative loss, the evaporative water loss from the thermoregulatory
 
system would be utilized as an increased water loss. Consequently, the
 
circulatory system would not further distinguish the total water loss and
 




Presently, the significant variable transfer from the respiratory to
 




influence is the dominant contributor from the cardiovascular to circulatory
 
system. As the integrated system is further developed and refined, it is
 






4. SHORT-TERM MODEL INTERFACES
 
In the top portion of Figure 1 the short-term model interfaces are
 
displayed. A closer look at the particular variables involved is given
 
here. Greater emphasis is placed upon the respiratory-cardiovascular system
 
interface since the immediate study concentrates on this phase.
 
4.1 Respiratory-Thermordgulatory System Interface
 
Only the variable which describes respiratory minute volume is directly
 
transferred to the thermoregulatory system. It is an input used in
 
describing water loss and heat loss formulation. Other variables of the
 
thermoregulatory system which are influenced by the respiratory system are
 
transferred by the cardiovascular system. These include cerebral blood
 
flow and metabolic rates. No variables are passed directly from the
 
tlermoregulatroy to the respiratory system.
 
4.2 Cardiovascular-Thermoregulatory System Interface
 
There are several variables passed fiofm the cardiovascular to the
 
thermoregulatory system. Blood flows including total cardiac output,
 
muscle blood flow due to exercise, and cerebral blood flow are passed to
 
the thermoregulatroy system. It should be noted that the cerebral blood
 
flow formulation originates in the respiratory system. In a similar
 
manner metabolic rates are transferred to the thermoregulatory system via
 
the cardiovascular system. Body attitude (standing, sitting, prone) as
 
it relates to shunted blood flow due to physiological stress and peripheral
 
resistance is transferred in a manner useful to the thermoregulatory system.
 
The reverse transfer of information yields skin blood flow, a cardiac
 




contributions. These are then used to update or augment existing formulations
 
in the cardiovascular system.
 
4.3 Respiratory-Cardiovascular System Interface
 
Cerebral blood flow, described as a function of arterial CO2 and 02 gas
 
tensions in the respiratory system is passed to the cardiovascular system.
 
The variablerespiratory frequency is transferred to the cardiovascular
 
system. Refer to Section 5 for a description of the modified version
 
of this expression. Instead of passing an a-v 02 difference term and
 
having total oxygen uptake calculated in the cardiovascular system, the
 
entire development of oxygen demand is retained in the respiratory system.
 
Oxygen demand is then passed to the cardiovascular system. Although not
 
completely developed, arterial CO2 and 02 tensions are passed to the
 
cardiovascular system with the idea that they will be utilized in an
 
implementation of CO2 and 02 forcing for a cardiac output formulation.
 
In order to fulfill the demands of the forementioned mechanism, the
 
resting 02 requirement (VO2RDT) and total metabolic rate (VO2DT) for a
 
given exercise level is transferred to the respiratory system. The
 
cardiac output subroutine is deleted from the respiratory system with
 




Interface modifications are established in the following manner. The
 
block diagram for controlling metabolic rate which existed in the cardio-­
vascular system is modified to the one which appears in Figure 2. A common
 
interface has been established as
 
COMMON/RINTR/ROUT (10), CIN (i0). 
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Figure 2. 	Revised block diagram for controlling metabolic rate in the
 





















AVO2DM = a-v 0 differencemlO2 /min,
 
FREQ = respiratory frequency, bpm,
 
C(1) = cerebral blood flow, I/min,
 
F(7) = Pa(CO ), mmHg, and
 
F(l) Pa(0 2 5 , mmHg.
 










C(10) = cardiac output, 1/min,
 
VO2DT = oxygen required for particular work load, 102/min, and
 
VO2RDT = oxygen required for resting state, 102/min.
 
In the SS02W(X) Subroutine of the respiratory system, the following
 






VO2RDT = CIN(3) (4.3)
 
SS02W(X) - VO2RDT - .0500 + (.0004850815 * 6.12 * X)/.25 (4.4)
 
where X = work load in watts and the other terms are as previously defined. 
In Subroutine RC12 the following statements were added such that they
 
appear in both the increasing and decreasing work loat paths.
 








IF(WORK.GT.0.0) ROUT(l) = RMT(2)+C(26) 
10 
ROUT(2) = FREQ 
ROUT(3-) = C(l1) 
ROUT(4) = F(7) 
ROUT(5) = F() 
The transfer of cardiac output from the cardiovascular to the 
respiratory system was handled in the main program, GRODIN, C(10) = 
CIN(i). Additions to COMKON/R/ in RC 12 include RMTM and TCT. 
Refer to Appendix 7. for the program listing illustrating the 
implementation of these statements in Section 4.3 and the corresponding
 
changes in the cardiovascular system.
 
5. MODIFICATION OF INDIVIDUAL RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
 
Improvement in the individual respiratory model was suggested in a previous
 
research report. (5) These modifications were made and presently.exist in
 
the latest version of the respiratory system model. (6) In addition, a-v 02
 
difference (AVO2DF) and dead space volume (DSVOL) have been added to the out­
put routines.
 
These modifications are summarized here. In the original model
 
respiratory frequency (FREQ) was given by
 
FREQ = 8.1 + 	 7.815 * (MfT(2) + C(26)) (5.1) 
with
 
RMT(2) = 02 metabolic rate of tissue and
 
C(26) = 02 metabolic rate of brain.
 
Thus, Equation 5.1 didn't respond to any forcing other than 0 demand. This
2 
formulation was replaced by
 
+ 32 '1+ a___A1/ 
=A 	 (I a DSVOL (5.2) 
16(1 + a) RC 
with
 
RC = 0.015 min,
 
0 
VAR4VE = expired ventilation,
 




DSVOL = dead space volume. (5)
 
Upon substituting the ionstants, FREQ is given by
 
FREQ = ((l. + (.726 * VE)/DSVOL)**.5 - 1.)/.363 (5.3)
 
with 
DSVOL = 0.140 + 0.002 * VE (5.4) 
Dead space ventilation, originally defined as 
DEADVT = .1107 * FREQ + .0785 * VE 	 (5.5) 
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is now given by 
DEADVT = 1 + .098 * VE. (3.6) 
The representation for minute volume (TVNT) remains unchanged. 
The a-v 02 difference expression that is necessary for the integrated 
system to function is added to RC12. Here, 
AVO2DF = AVO2DM/C(10) (5.7) 
where 
C(10) = cardiac output and 
AV02DM = (F(9) * C(10) - F(13) * (C(10) - C(l1)) - F(12) * C(l1)Y4 * 1000 
as defined in Section 4.
 
The terms in AVO2DM are defined in exactly the same way as in the
 
original respiratory system model. See Appendix D of the listed reference. (7)
 
Also, in comparison of the original respiratory program and the latest
 
modified version there are additions to the output statements of RC12. (5-7)
 
Statement 's 218, 219, and 220 have been modified to include AVO2DF and
 
DSVOL. In a similar manner statement 's 246, 263, 264,*and 265 now
 
include these new output variables.
 
Before leaving the discussion of the calculation of a-v 02 difference
 
the significance of transport delays should be considered. Slight errors
 
exist in the present formulation. Blood flow transport delay times are
 
not considered in the calculation of venous blood concentrations. See
 
Equation 5.7. Actually the concentrations and compartmental blood flows
 
should correspond to the same time. This means that an additional book­
keeping operation should be implemented such that the concentration at
 





6. EVALUATION OF INTEGRATED RESPIRATORY-CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
 
The evaluation of the integrated respiratory-cardiovascular system
 
proved quite encouraging. Several types of simulations were tried. A
 
200-watt exercise level of 5 minute duration was used as the stimulus. In
 
this section two systems are compared. The basic difference between the
 
two systems involves the-formulation of metabolic requirements. System A
 
is shown in Figure 3 and System B is shown in Figure 4. Selected responses
 
for these two systems are illustrated in Figures 5-14.
 
The major variations in the responses can be summarized as follows.
 
System B doesn't allow for the rapid increase in heart rate that occurs
 
with System A. Since the cardiac output doesn't vary appreciably between
 
the two system; the over response in heart rate of System A is accompanied
 
by a decrease in stroke volume. System B is a slightly more efficient
 
system since a lesser amount of 02 (0.1 102/min) is required to sustain the
 
simulation at this steady-state exercise level. The differences in the pre­
exercise variable levels are related to the differences of basal conditions
 
for the respiratory system and resting conditions for the cardiovascular
 
system. This feature is coupled with the fact that the-cardiac output
 
settles to 6.8 1/min compared to the 6 1/min for the original respiratory
 
system. After considering all of the variables' responses and the control
 
of regulation involved with each one, System B seems to perform in a more
 
satisfying manner. Therefore, the system shown in Figure 4 is recommended
 















Figure 3. 	Respiratory-cardiovascular system interface which retains the
 





















Figure 4. 	Respiratory-cardiovascular system interface which utilizes the
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time ,min. 
Figure 5. 	Inspired ventilation versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding
 
off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of
 
metabolic requirements. (b) Metabolic requirements controlled by respiratory system model.
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Figure 6. 	Respiratory frequency versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimultion and corresponding
 
off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of
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Figure 7. 	Heart rate versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding off- 0o 
transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of 
metabolic requirements. (b) Metabolic requirements controlled by respiratory system model. 








01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1i 
time, min. 
Figure 8. Cerebral blood flow versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding 
off-transient response. (a)Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of 
metabolic requirements. (b) Metabolic requirements controlled by respiratory system model. 
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Figure 9. 	Cardiac output versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding 0
 
off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of
 
metabolic requirements. (b) Metabolic requirements controlled by respiratory system model
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Figure 10. 	Stroke volume versus time for ftve minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding
 
off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of
 
metabolic requirements. (b) Metabolic requirements controlled by respiratory system model.
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Figure 11. 	tissue 02. tension versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding r 
off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of 
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time, min. 
Figure 12. 	 Arterial 02 tension versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and corresponding
 
off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simulations of
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time, min. 
Arterial-venous 0 2 difference versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation and 
corresponding off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simula­
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time, min.Figure 14. Tissue 02 metabolic rate versus time for five minutes of 200 watt exercise stimulation andm
 
corresponding off-transient response. (a) Individual cardiovascular and respiratory system simula­






7.1 Program Listing of Particular Subroutines
 
Computer Program Listing of the subroutines of the respiratory system and
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187 C 1A ON2 (P(INZ) - PCSFCN2)) 
-t-ea C . ....... 
189 C PB(02) 
- 190 ­ r - -"PS(N2) 
191 DIMENSION XNB(q.2), a04). 1DJ12) 
192 .-.- COHHON/Z/ C, X.I. SV. VTRANl, RK, SC, OC, A, 0, F. VOL, NMTSC. OF.. 
193 1 TAU. CC. CnB, CH, CPH, DO, VEt VI, CPS. CPT, CADK, Xs DT, 
- 19q . - 2 .IRK. LOC. ITERX. 14OEX, 1. J, M. h 
196 COMMOn/R/ XDS.XMi.CXT.LORK.DmI.D$I2,DUm3aVORK2HMTRMTBZTIMEOF 
-196- I *RMLIN.ITTY 
197 C ITTY SPLG FOR TTY MODE. 
193 C........O OUTPUT TO PRINTER J8ATCH M0OE). 
199 C 'TTY 0a TTY I/0 AdD IsT TIAE TO SUBROUTINE RC12. 
200 ---C -- I TTY 1/0 AND NOT InT TIME TO KC12­
201 DATA ITTTY/*TTY '/ 
--­ 202--... -- DATA FOR INIFIAL CON.DT!ONS ..... 
___ 
233 C(IO)SCIN(I) 
-­ 204- -'%--IF (CAT.GT.O.) GO-TO A0 .... 
20S *RITE t6,5) 
--­ 206 ---- S FORMAT /t - GRODINS, RESPIRATOHY C0NTROL-MODEL'//) ......-..-.... 
207 300 CONT1ZUE 
-- '20-o-. ----. . RtTE(6.q83)--.. ...... _,_____ 
209 q83 FORIAT('OADO DATA ... ) 
---. 210 -- C--READ INDICATION OC BATCH OR TTY MODE, -- ... . .. - - ..-... 
211 REAO(S,460) ITTt r- m 
212 
223 
... '0 FORMAT(AM) 




- RTE(69O) "" -H T 
215 90 FORMAT (Id1,IX.37H0RESPIRATORY CIEMOSTAT INPUT DATAt /) 
- 216 -'C - DATA FOR INITIAL CONOITIO.S 
217 00 £0 I 1 QO , 
218 C 11o0 dAS P408LEI -,ITm ENqn , SO THIS 1S14T USED TO 
219 C DETERMINE END OF Ad-UiI.O CAPAbILITY Tj SThRT ANOTHER 
--- 220- --- • MODEL RUtN IN SAME CO4POTCR RON). 
221 READ(S.190.NO-301 ) CC I, (XN( ,j) ,J1,2) 
222 10 CONTINUE 
223 C ESTABLISH COMeLJTER STEP IlUOEPENDEtjT OF INPUT DATA. 
224 CC 13b)7812SE-2 
225 190 FORMAT SAFIS.0,SA.A' 
- 226 ...-----00 20 1 - I, 
227 IPqO - I + 40 
228 READ (5,190) tsC(I), CXNR(l.J). J - 1,2) 
- 229 --­ 20 CONTINUE 
230 00 30 1 * 1.2 
- 231 READ (5.190) RNT IL) I CXNfA(I.J), - 12) 
232 IP9O . I + 44 
233 ---. 30 cONTINUE­
23qO0 D40 I . 1.2 
236 - - READ (S.I9O)-DJ(I)-CXN8(I,J), J . ... . -- - * 
236 IP40 . I + q6 
237 . . 0 CONTINUE . 
238 C 
239 C OUTPUT INPUT DATA. 
240 J a 1 
DO 7S I ai-. 
212 JX - J + 4 







2116 75 CONTINUE 
247 -TER6T. 9 2) -J BC tlbT~l.4) . . .. . . .. ......... . ... . . ... ...... ... . 
248 a - 'IS 
249 . .. .- fRITE(6.92) J,RMT(i),RtT(2)OJ(I) DJ(2) .... . . .. . . ... . . . 
260 C 
-- 261 -- C IF TTY I/O MAX.TIME WILL COME FROM viORK CARD. ---------------------------­ ,... 
252 
" 2 S3- C 
IFITTY eNE. 0 C(IS) 
- - - --... .. ... 
- 9999999999. 
... . . .-. . . ... . .. . . . . .. . ... _ _ - - -
254 C FIHCO2) 
' 255 "" OUMI-C(31)--------------. . . .. . 
256 C FI(oz) 
" 257 . DUM2-C(32 - - - - -.. . . 
268 -C F1(142) 
" 259- .. -. . .UM3n CC33) -. . . . . . .. .. . .. . ... . .. ... . 
260 .IORKIO. 
261 -" ORK2 .0. 
262 C METABOLIC RATE OF 02 CONSUMPTION IN TISSUE. 
" 263 -.- ------- R-MTCINI3)-C(26) . 
-
26426 S -.. . RMTB2CIN3)-C(26)--..... . .. .. .. . .. . . .. - . . . .. ..-
266 TIIEor-o. 




.- - -- -.. --.- --... 
270 201 CONTINUE 
272 IF(NMN.EO.l)XDS-XOS+C361 
-- 273- -. . Mtl$ l . .. .. 
274 C(35).0. 
276 C(Vo)O. .. 
276 C 
- 277-- ---- INITIAL GUESSES FOR ITERATIVE LOOPS 
278 C ARTERIAL CONCENTRATION OF C02. 
--­ 279------- CCII) - 0.6 
280 C BRAIN COUCENTRAT-ION OF Co2. 
261 CC(2) - Cti) 
2a2 C TISSUE COIICE:TRATION OF C02. 
- 263 C-- RA-N C02 T NIO. . 
284 C BRAIN C02 TENSION. 
28S CpR - SO.0
 
--26.....C---TISSUE C02 TENSION.­
287 - CPT - SO0
 
- 208--... IFtADS.GT.XHI) GOT2O0? 
289 C SETS VARIOUS CONSTANTS AND AGGREGATES UF CONSTANTS 
290 - - C- TnAX. 
291 C1) - CCIsI * 0cool 
- 292 -- C-- PRINT ALL-TIME,.--. 
293 C C(391 a C(39) + .0001 
- 294- -C FACTOR OF I-E-7 MULTIPLYiNG DIFFU3SION1 COFFICIEFNTS. 
295 DO 200 I 27,29 
296 C(I) - C(l) * IF-7 
297 200 CONTINUE 
-- Z98 - -202--CONTINUE ..-... . .. ..........--- -­
299 IRA - I 
- 300 - H 134 . .. .. . 
301 N 5 
--.- 302 --. . IDJtI) 0 .... 
303 c SOLUBILITY COEFFICIENTS. 
.. -0-A 
............... 
- AIIa-(ALPHA)CO2r-AC2)-4ALPHA)02, A(3)x £ALPriA)N2,-
305 C A(10- CALPHAIC02, A(S)- (ALPHA)O2, A(6)- tALPHA)NZ 
- 306 ---- . -- A(I) - 0.---. . '-... . . 
* 	 307 A(2) * 0.024 
* 308 .... A(3) - 0.013.
 
309 A(4) - 0.51
 
310 " A(S) .o02 4.. .-.. .. ..
 
311 A(6) -. 0-013
 
- 312 --- C- ATM/$MHG CO VERSION FACTOR. 
313 5K - 0.00132 
314 C- CARBONIC ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT. 
315 CADK - 79S.0 
... 316--......c--)VOL(I)-VL 1O)- VOLUMES-USED IN CALCULATION OF-VARIABLE-TIHE--DELAYS.--­
317 VOUCH| - O.Ol 
-	 318- "-- VOL(2) - I.0 2 . 
319 VOLIa) a 0.18a 
320- VOL(' I u 0 0O .. . .... . . ... . 
321 VOL(S) a 0,168 
-32 2 VOL(6) . 2.9--- -----
--...... 
323 VOL(T) . 0.735 
.324 VOLta) = 1.062 
325 VOL(9) - 0.008 
-326 --- VOL(lOs) 1.0o2-. 
327 C 
328. ----- C (METABOLIC RATE OF CO2 IN BRAIN * TISSUE. I SAME FOR 02 ... 
329 g?16) a tC(25) + RT(TO)/(Ct26) + RMT(2))
 




- 332 - 00 210 i - 2,4
 
133 C PRODJcTS OF COli4EHSION FtCTORS AND SOLUBILITY COEFFICIE.TS.
 
--------------. 0(I) S A{l-t ......
 








339 C FACTOR USED IN ESTABLISIING CA(CO2)
 
--- 340 	 D{fl a0a16-.-2.3.C(I7) 
341 C 
3'12 o(9I - 863.0/oII) 
---33----.C-FACTOR USED IN ESTABLISHING CG(COZ)a 
3q4 DUIO) . 0.62
 




.367-----------D(11) Diq) - .CI36)0 1 
348 C 
--. 319 CALL' Rc3 ....................... 
.
 
350 CALL RC4 
" - 351- CALL RCS (CPB. F(4), C(qi. o Ct20) ..... -.. 
352 CALL RC21 (CN82), F(01. F14). Cl), CH(2). CPHI2)) 
363 - CALL nC19 iCPB, CHn(2), CC42). sC(1), F(4)) .... 
3644 CALL RCS (CPT, F(6), C(7), bC(3)) 
--- 3 -- -- - CALL RC21-1CHS83), FIC}, F16). C47). CH 3)b- CPH(3)) ... ........ . ............ 
3s6 CALL RCI9-CCPT, CHIO3), CCM3, aCcl). F(6W) 
- " 3S7 CALL RC2O .. 
3a8 CALL RC7 
3-- .--------- --CALL RC8 .. ....... 
. . . . .. 
360 CALL RC9 
3 61 C ALL -RC IO . . ...... ... .... .. . ...... ..... 
362 CALL RCII 
363 CALL RCIZ .... ... ... 
364 60 TO bn 
- - 366----- - 50 CALL RCIS . . . . .... . .. . .. . . .. . ... 
366 CALL RCI6 
-- 367 - 60 CALL RC13 ..... .. . . ... .. . . ... .......... 
368 CALL RC12 
3&9 C .. ...... . . .. . . . . . . . 
370 IFlCt36).GE.XMH) G0 Tn 201 
371 C -







.C(IS )- OTC 80 .. . . ........ ..... ...................... 
375 .. . ...UU - A XD C 3). 0(141 2 . . ... .. ... . . . . _.... 
376 IF (UU -LT. .0301 *OR. UU .GT. 0115)) GOTOSO 
377 RETURN ... . . . . . . . . . . 
378 C GO TO 60 
.­ 379 
380 
- ---­ 80 VtRfITL6.76) ....... 
78 FORIAT(II FINAL VALJES FOR FOLLOWING VARIABLES.,) 
-" 
391 - - - IF (C(37) *GT. 1.OE-5) GO To 260 ... 
382 220 CTERII - 0.0 
-­"33 IF (VTRANII%,) - 104.0) 230, 2440, 2140 ---- ----­ ___ 
384 23G CTERM (23-6E-9)(l04o ­ VTAN(q)).44.9) 
- 38. 2--0- C(37) C(20).ICCI6).VTRAN(IS) + (1.0 - C(I6)).CHVI)-&. .. . ... 
386 I * C(211)VTRAMII3) * CTERN - VI 
- 367 .- --.. 1-5 7I.. - . ... -.... 
388 .RITL(A,92)I.C(i), (XNtI.J). 4 1,2) 
369-------260 D 260 1 - 1,14, 
390 RITL(6.I92)IC(I), (XNII.J), J - 1,2) 





394 830 FORHAT(fONORMAL TERIATION') 
395 301 CONTINUE 
396 STOP 
-397-----C -90-FORHAT fIHl48x37H-RESPIRATQeY CHENOSTAT -- INpUT DATA-///) -
398 C 92 FORAT'I42XI3S.OAFI3.4.IX2A6) 
399 C'190 FORMAT (SXFl.Q.bAZA63 
*00192 FORMATII- t. I3,2AF1E- 2 .2A4j 
1b01 19q FORMAT (1HI) 











Ct4O) , Xn( 4n.z). SV (ISO), VTRANI, RK(141)4 
5c1.5), DC(14)3 At'o 015), FCZo), VOL(IO), RMTtZ), 
EC(), QF(6). TAUIS). CC(3o CH(3), CI(u)l CpHC3Z) 
-.... 
.... 
6 3 OI4) 
7 
a 
-COMHONf/Z C. XN,-SV,-VTRAN. RK. SC. OCt A.-, F. VOL. RMT. -IC. QF-
I TAU, CC, CHB. CH. CPH. Do, VC. VI, CPB. CPT, CAOK, X, DT, 
..­9 2 IRK. LOC. ITEkY, INDEX. 1, J, H, N ... 
10 COMMON/R/ XOS.XM$CXT.AOORKDUMIDUMZDU3,",ORK2.RMT.RP1T62,TIMEOF 
11I RMLIN.IITTYITTYOTITTYI to WRKTTY(SO, 31LEXECMARKER.NWREST.......... ... ... . _... 
12 2 .RMTM.TCT 
13------- OATA IRUN/.IN '/,ISToP/' TOPf/.NORE/JIOREf/........ 
1 DATA IOACK/eBACK'/ 
.IS  C - DIMENSION *RKTTY(SO3). 
16 C6969 FORMIAT(IH SHSUB RCIZ) 
17 .--- - - OUTPUT -- PUNCHE0 CARnS AND PRINTED ................ 
18 CXT-C(3S)-XDS-IO. 
- ---­9 IFiCXT.LE.D.)CXT"+O,....... 
20 
21 -
C DEAD SPACE VOLUdE 
-. OSqOLOoIoO.OU2.VE ...... 
22 C RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY. 
----­23 -.. FREJ=((I*.C.726$VE)/DSVOL)4bS.'I1/.363...................... 
24 C DEAD SPACE VENTILATION 
-. . .....DEAOLT) I,.. .O9A VE . .T.--.. ...... .. . . . . . . .. 
26 C C31)CDEADVT.C()'VE.DUHI)/DEADVT.VEI 













C-HEART RATE. ............... ..... 
32 hRATE43. S(RMT(2)*C(26) 1464S 
34 C 
- - 36 .. IF4CXT .LT. TIMEOF) GO TO 203 ......... ...... ..................... 
36 C 
--­ 37- --- C---HERE- F NEED- TO READ A NFW OR K LOAD-CARD. 
38 C BRAN.CH IF I. BATCH MODE. 
39 . .... IFIITTY -EG. 0) GO TO £00SOO.. ............... 
'*0 C 
4t2 C HERE IF TTY MODE................... 
- -'43- - IF(ITTY CEO. 16 40 TO SSO . ......... 
-
'4q C HERE IF TTY NODE. A1D IST TINE THIS ROUTINE CALLED. 
---- . ...... . ITTY - I - -. ........ . 
46 nRITE(6,SOSI 
. 7.- SOS FORMAI(CIINPUT WORK CARDS...'/) 7 
"a C I ' ,ORK- .OHK 
* MIN;- TIME 
LOADI4ATTS)I.,./ 














52 C 5 MOREt INPUT MORE BEFORE EXEC--.'/ 








STOPb EAEC..ITH ABOVE TrEN 5TOP...1/ 
BACK- ERASE PREVIOUS ;;OKK RECORD,. ) 
00 
£6 50' ITTYI1 - 0 
57 ITTYOT . I 
-S8-- --C ,-
-
59. SID IFIITTYIh -LT- 5O) GO TO 506 
" -­ 60 . -C HERE IF BUFFER FOR V.ORK 10A8 CANDS IS FULL. 
61 iRITEC6,S11 
- -- 62 ...- I FORIIAT('OUFFrR FOR VnRK LOAD RECORDS FULL.'/ 
63 1 0 ?,ILL USE EXEC- RUN.-I 
- 64 - -LEXEC . IRUN ..­
65 GO TO SS 
661" - C 




. . S 9509RITEI6.607) 
507 FORhAT(I ,.ORK MINS PRIAT LXE:C 
-- '(p4.2.IAF6.2fl.,b.,IXAn)...'I ' . - .. -----.-­ ~ --­
71 READIS,;02,ERRSOy) (ARKTTY(ITTYIJ.J1,J. .3).LEXEC 
. 72 .- S02 FORMeATiFA.pIXF6.2, IF62,jXA). 
73 IRITE(6,b03) C:.RKTTYIITTYIN.J),J-I,3),LXEC 





.14E. IBACK)ITTYJN - I AO TO 518 ....... ....... ... . .____ 
77 IF{ITTYlr .LT. 1) ITTYIN - 1 
-- -72-- GO TO Sog -­
79 C 









83 510 FORMAT( I EXEC.P.HAMLTFR iROrJ. TRY GA It;. * 
1 - -.. .. ... Go T O50? 
as C 
G6 - - C HERE IF EST TIME THIS ROuTINP CALLE.. 
87 C SEE IF MORE WORK CARDS IN BUFFERiWRKTTYCSO0,3)) 
-- -60- ---- 0 IF IrTYOT -LE. -ITTYINI tio TO SS1 . 
...... 
a9 C HEHE IF EXAUSTED ,URK CARD IUFFER (,,RKTTY(bO0.3). 54'_-­
go --- - IFILEXEC .EO. IROUN) Go To SOS.-
__ 
91 C FORCE END OF COIPUTER RUN thEN LEXEC 'STOP*­
- - 92--..--..... Ctls- O - ... 
93 GO TO 1210 
95 SS| 4ORKZ - tRKTTY4 ITTOT.I) 
96­ - - OURAT - V,RTTY41TTOT.2) 
.... ,. .. . . 
97 
98 - - --­
C(391 - 4RKTTY(ITTYOT.3) 
lY T . 1TTY0T * I 
99 GO TO 606 r)Q# 
101 C 
102 -.. C-, -
103 203 IF(HARKER.EO.O) GOTOI..l 
- 104 - - I - hORKSrJ- ,K2 
105 . MARKLPR=I 
-106 .. C--SYSTEM RESPON4SES± TI,.It ChrISTA'4TS FOR VOdK LOAD LEVLLS(INCREASING.... 
. 
1I7 IF(,WRK.LE.0.)GOTO 
10 IFCWOHK.GC.SO.) TCTcZ.3C2.:AOR/O0. ) 
.. 
10? IF(hORK.LT.SGITCTS,6 
* 110 C TISSUE 32 METAOLIC RATE. 
III OKTK)aS524(OU',ldK2-02a1 -IIT2)LXP'TCT.ICAI -TIMEON)I 
113 C TERM USED IN VI THAT 15 A COMPONFUT OF TRANSLENT RESPo,,Se RELATED 
---
1I' C TO *WORKLOAD­
1--15 - RMLIN aSSO2,d(uORK)-(SO2(V.0ORK)-RRlTd22I1.-VTI M EI .. - . -....... 
£16 IF(VTII.E.GE. RHLI1SS02W (itoRK.) 
-- 117 --- C -TISSUE C02 METABOLIC RATE. ... .......... 
Iis RMTfI).88RMT(ZI 




-121 --- -RjTE (6,333) ANTII)RMT42)- . . 
122 333 FORMAT( '0' ,IX,26HCANGE IN METABOLIC RATES.SX.7HRCOZ- ,FOI4. 
123 1 SA,6sHRO2. .FIO.4,./. 
12-1 C 
125 C 
126 2 CONTI NUE
 














13 C- U = AMOD(CI35), 0.5)
 
- 136 C IF Cu -Lt- l.OE-S -OR. U .GT. .4999) GO TO 1210 
--. 137 1 - IFC(3S)LT.C(4DO)GOTOI23O, 
Ila C~qOJ-Cfff0) C(39) 
13q9 - C ARTERIAL 112 TENSION. ...... .. .-....... . . .... . . ... ........
 
1'0 1210 PAN2 - f(1).C13)
 
1t 1 C TISSUE 02 TENSION. -. .. .- - -.-.. -. ---... ... ... .. ... ... ......
 
142 PTO2 - CIB)/(3),
 




IS - - -C" CEHESROSPINAL FLUID PH * EQUATION 6.2 . - - -...' ....
 
146 PHCSF . 9. - RCFl{OH(q))
 
- 147 C VENOUS 6RAIN M+ COIJC.NTRiATIoN . EQUATION 9.7 , . .. .......-.. ...... . .... .
 
148 - HVB - CAOK.FIt)/(CCC2) - FVq))
 
"19 - C VEN;OUS BRAIN PH , EOUATInN 4.6 *
 
ISO PHVS = 9. - RCFI(HVB)
 
- I ....----- VEhOUS TISSUE H* CONCENTRATION , EQUATIOt4 5.7------------------

IS2 mVT - CAD<-FCA/ICC(3 - F(6))
 
1. 3 C VENOuS TISSUE PH , E.UATION 5.6 ...... . ....-

IS4 PM4T - 9. - PCFI(HVT)
 
-	 - ----C- RESPIRATORY JUOTIENT (AUVEOLAR). .. . . . .. 
IS6 RQ - ((cIC 1*VTA'i) - OFI ).VTRAN(7f/C(I0I CCII))/
IS71 	 _ _ - I- - F49) -- I - TR S - QF4I)*VTRAN48))/CtIG)}-. -
ISM CV(S2 = OFIA) - i 
-- -l15 - C. .. . .. . 
loG C 
161 - C -HER& aMEN READY TO PR*INT. 
1o2 C SEE IF TTY MOOE. 
-. 1--3.. - - IFfITTY .E*.Ol GO TO 610 .......... . .... 
164 C 
, 165 - - C HERE IF TTY OUTPUT. 
16 'RITE C6,700) CAIFCCt)).CCZ)iCCI3) ,F( F1123sF(1 3), 
- 67 & C$(SI .T7),CPBCPTrt(I),Fl71.PTO2.VI.VEsC(11), 
£68 & FREQ.TV%T.AVO2pRtiT(2)*C(I0) 
9





1 2 -N 
610 IF (14 
.014 * 0 
rjE. 4) (110 Ti 1770 
.. .--
C 
173. nmRITE t6,1805) 
174 - 1220 N - 14 I 
17S C 
176 - - I|TE IA,1810) CXT. RM.N F 5 
177 C 
m 7A --. - -VA I8TE ( ,1815) - (CctI, 1, 1 .31, (oC(I) 1 1 t3), F(7 . F(I), C 
179 1 PA.12 
- 130 151 
.vTE 
I 
16,1620) CLI ), F (9)
CPII(I). CIS II 
F(0I), F C/IKII. rAi42, C tI. I 





F(1i ]. Cl 
(o,1830 ) 
12), CP,12) 




1 PTt,2, CFI(31. CP(3) 
WRITC 16,1835) IOC(I I 1 a 12;1') , ECII)I2,I1 ,1 ) , CHI), ... . ....- ...... . 
167 1 PHCSF 
-. tsa I.Te (6, 184O) CC Z). F(12) C163, CPO,r 71171, 'F(Id) . HV.. 
1a9 I P VB, C4I(2) 
- 190 *..... WRITE- (6, 1A4S) CC03) F ( 3 C(91, CP'T, PT02, PTNZ, hVT , ..... 
191 1 PHVT, CH) 3) 
-- -192 ---- - - TE (o.15SO) (TAUI), I 1.5i , VI * VE, C(O), CIII) DGIO)....-.­
193 1 DOC(LII) 
9- .RITE (6,1855) FREQ,TVNJT.oEAOVTtiRATCAV020FDSVOL 
195 1230 RETURN 
19 6 - . . 1290 F ORIIA7 45h XXX X 7X7F1 .q ) ..... ... 
197 1292 FCRHAT (dFlOq) 
--- ---...... 180S FORMAT IIH ). 
1179 110 FORMAT fIt10cA4HTI'EFI1.M.74AoHALV R.FI0.,3X7HRU 0 IFFF6. / 
- 200 -6X L hCU28X2O292H., 7X2Ho t R I V A T I V F SyX'HPCO26X - .­
201 2 3HPU27AO3Pt27'H (+)7X2HP3bXqhHBUZ) 
















I6X38CSFDSFI3C ' ).......... 
, 
Or-, 










211 1865 FORMAT(3XhRESP FRb,,F8.q,2xI13hINcTt VOLUME.F6,. 
* 2)2 I 2A.am-oS VLE4T.Pa.4.2X.Il1HrAKtT RATE.Fat,.. . 
213 2 Pa,7HAVO2DFF.e..x.; usVOLy,..' 
-.. 2l14 - C BATCH McOE -ORK CAIC) kt:0... 
215 C 
- 216 - C fILL USF ,.ORK CAPC) ,.ITH TIME- AS I::0IClTI.N 
217 C OF END OF RUN BCAUSE 1106 HAS PkOBLtM 
-- 218 .C . . 7,ITH END- 0, REA.. 
219 SC RA(30.2 VWORio)U.AT 
300. VOR:1AT(FV.2.32,F6.2­
221 C 
222 1F(OURAT .6T1 0.) GU TO 606 
221 C HERE IF READ INICATIOt, OF ENO UF RUN 114 LATCH MODE. 
- 22 . ) 0(151 D. 
228 GO TO 1210 
227 606 RIE(6,20S) .WRC2.UnlRAT,CXT 
228 305 FORMAT('O'.3('-)/ 
--- 29 --- I WORK LOAD C"G.(tFA.2,t4,ATTS FOR', 
230 2 FB.2, IMII5) AT' F 9 ,q * IlS1 
-- 231 -- 607 TIMEDFanURAT+CXT 
232 TIMEO,-CXT
 
233 C" SY$TPH RFSPO'SFS! TI' CnMISTA TS OR 4ORK LOADS AtIu TISSUE 02
 
234 C META6OLIC RATE­
23S - IFInOdK2 6E,,ORK RMT7 RMT;21 ... .. .
 
236 C DECAEASI'.G ORK LOhOS. ­
237 ' IF(AORK2.LT,,OkK ) Ri.TH-RMTT(2)
 
238 IFI,O0K2.LT ,'O[iK)IIT a-5S52n( iORKZ)
 
239 IC((,,oxT2.LT.,CUutU.AT-.,oRK.GE.SC.) TCTrZ.3/(2..WOK/ZOO,)
2 0 IFI (4:,OK2.LT~tOR& I A~rl.,( !ORK*LT.$O- )T T 4.6 









-- 247 -VTIME1.1-1.IEAP(-TC7(C%TT7IEON)/3.b'd--- I -------- - ____ 
248 C TERM USEO 1:. VI THT 15 A COMPONENT OF TRAIhSIENT RESPONSE RELATED
 
-- 2,9 C TO WORK LOAD­
2b RILI'l iT-3.-(RITi-RM'TI<)*(I.-VTImt)
 
bl, - LF !VTIM.EI .) NmLI Th-tITS 
262 C TISSUE C02 METAbOLIC RATr. 
-- -2S 3 ' RMTfl)..80. RM T(2) . .- .-. . . 
2S4 IF(TV'4T.GT.37.) RX T(I )CTVNT-NO.77)*RMT(2)/B8,S 
25S -.- :FCC(3Sj.LT.C(qO) GO?02 
256 :RITE (..333) RNT(I ,RMT(2)
 














OF STEADY-STATE OXrY(Ef REQU aLIENT5 FOR VARIOUS LEVELS 
-- 3-. - -. -OF WORK LOAD (X' ATTS), 
'I 6 COH O;:/RiNTR//OUT(IO),C[N(IO) 
6 
...- - V2ROT-CIN(3)
So02,=VO2RoT'aOSOO+(,.Ot9508I6.O.14X)/ " 2S 
-- - 7--.... . NETURN- -
a END 
GPRTS TERG 
p .. .... ­
086-G03432.TPrS.TERG 
I- - - SU-MBROUTINE TERG 
2 c*** GE CARDIOVASCULAR LnNP MOiEL 10/23/73 
3 CO4MO.USTATE/X4S0),xDor(Sol 
'4 2/3TATE:/tRA 9rAtV %,LA,k*LV..OPA ,OPC ,OPV PIAA ,OARC aLAA.4WUTA QJLtA,QUAOA, 
5 
6 ~ 
3UL48A.OCILL.QLGSA tLAJ(CPC V.4 SF',j~V~~iCOPC 
4 0 
L0C,U!)PC ,OHCAP . rSV,QJV.0COA ,QIcbiA ,Q1SA,I*CShVQPO;V s'IMIV, 




- - - . - --.­
so aCLAC,CUPC ,CI-54/.LCs,CC HV.Cl IV ,CPOJV 
I I 9CREIA gC ,'V .CO( to) 
12 A/STATE/pNA .P'AJ ,LA IPLV .PPA ,PPC,PPV ,eAA ,PARC ,PLAA,PUTA,RLTAPUAbA, 
1 3 -- bPLAaA,PCILL,fLGA,P tPLGVE,'%SV,PFL,PABVC,PTHCP,PVC,. 
1*4 CPLOC,PUPC ,PrS,'JEV,PCSA,PliV,PpOV, 
15 OPRENA.PREI;V,PU(16l i~,PrPtC 
lb CONMON/STATE/ 
17 - APA,qVRINV.AV. A.RPC,PPV.RARC,LAA,UTA,&LTA.RUASA. 
IS F LA.SA.RC1LL,ItLGSA.RLGAR .FLGCAP,RL6VESRLGSV,HFEV .RABV'C, 
-- IV ---------------------.- (- CSAR~l~RCSi 
-.- _____-- ------ -­
21 - /sTATE/vLPA,LAA,FLA(C,LLAA.tTA,FLLTA,FLIJA8A, 
- -
22 JFLL.ABA,FLC IL".,FLC5SXA ,rLIJlAFLRENA ,FLDIFH8I 
23 KiCSTATL /V(150)1.VUI(5O1) ,13'4) .RPEXT (32 ), E(A---------------------
-I 
2q *.PR.ABlAS.TBtAS,TThA7.T~iO')EL.SPMCE(SI 
-­ 26 ----- LZ(40),,iK(2'f,h,5V,Cn.,RT,PEX,..,PSYS,POYS,FREQO- - - - - -­ ___ 
26 MA 02UOT,AV3),P1A,,,PITbPMp.T8ETA,SF 
27 
-N,TTUT,TAS,T'JS,CICZ,ajE4,PEXtTR 
- 0 a - --- - -
2B*sOUMMY( 131 ,ToPHT,VLE, 
29 - --- CALL A ; 
-C 
-- - -
30 CALL C~t ?RL 
_31- - CALL CVS-----------------
--­ *--*-
__ --- - -___ 
32 1 CALL ALGOCT) 
-­ 33 -IF (T.GT.TTHAZ) ThtTA.O. 
-~ 
34 IF (T.LT.4K(204) GO TO I 
-- 36 - CALL EXEC ----- ~ ----------­
36 RETURN 
0PR7,.S CVS- - -- - - - -
--
.. 
I- -SUaROUTINE CV3 
2 C GE CARDIu.1ASCOLAR LbIP tMULLL 
3 -- CCukITROLLEW SySTFII 
11 COMMOIJ/RI ,TP/RIli ~tO) JPOUT( 10) 
5 ... CO4H3I4/STATE/Xtba ) xdnT{s ) 






. . . . 










7CL40. CCILL., .CLGAI CLGVEt IUSV.CFL"' .CACVC.CTHVCCSPVCI 
BCLOCCuPCC SJtC44,CCSMV.CIMVCPUV, 





A/STATE/PR *PRVPLAtp'LV6PpAtPPCIPPVI AAIPARiCPLAAPUTAPLYApUAOA, 
PLkAA PCILL.PLU5.,PLG 7.PLGVEPL 5VPFLVPh VCPTMVCP5pVC, 
CPLOCPUPC.PH$VPJv PCq'%V,PitVFPPU¢, 




21 .. . 
o-MOIS TATE/ 
ERRAI(FVt V'HAV.t PA, PC,RPVtHAH",RLAA, UTA,,LTA RU~bA, . 
FRL43A,RCILLRLG5A. LGA4,RLGCCAP,,R'VLtRLGSV.RFLVRABVC, 
?T VC .RSP VC ,OtOC . UP C RHCAP .- iH5V , J RC URRCSIIA . HI MA ,RC MVI 








. . . 
/STATI /F L A.FLAA ,F L ARroFLLA A iF LiT :F LL TA ,F LUASBAi.. 
JFLLABAFLCILLFLC iAVLI 1A.FI-L HAFLDM(3} 
K/STAT.E/v ISO I -t*vb 6 I Pr.( 3-1) . PEx I (3ZI *E 1 )---­






NTTUTTAS.TVSC .C2,GtE .PEXitTk 
-. OU:IMY(13) ,T.OPFTVLEG 










1. . I PL) 3 1 IT)I iPO~q1 11.Tq'/ )I IPU 15 , RSP IP L)o 6 1 TMP) 
6 {D j B ),P ( ), 2 
c -- 15I ELAPSEO TIME . 
IT 15 A CLOC9 FOR ONE BEAT 
. .. TT-T-TSVE 






. . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
.. . 
. . 










IFI o2TOTLT ..6 POtlIl-0. 
CO-X(13I/TTOT..O6 
A 17X33 ) 0-0. 
PM-A(!Oj/TTO( 
X..{ = .0 
P-'C-X( I3)/TTOT 





RT=P I )/Co 




seA8 (g) 1 +o FF'O0 " 
59 PSySaSys 
60 PDYScOy ' "­
61 CALL XIO 
62 Potl10).C. 




6S IF (TEMP-T) 110,11.i11 
66 11 CON7INUE 
67 CALL EXEC 
* - 68 SY5=+f. . .... ...... 
69 CYS1OCO. 
- 70 ..... TTTs60./HR .. . .. . ...... . - _ 
71 TAS-0.lO+D.09.TTOT 
72 TVS=3.Is+O.2OTTOT 
73 IF (T.LT.41. sOR- T.GT.43.) GO TO 20 
- " 7q D0 10 i=I.32 
76 10 PGUI)-SINdTHETA/57.291;82ZcI).i.05-980./1332. 
- 76 TILT=TiETA ......... ....... ............. 
77 20 CONTINUE 
78 I.F CTMn EL.GT.O.)'GO TO 26 
79 GO TO 30 













28 i1=I 32 
TO 30 
.. . . ...... .. .. 
00 
. - -
as 28 PG ( I 0o. 
- - 86.. - .. ...... . .. . . . . .. . 
67 30 CONTINJUE 0 
88 . . . . VLEG=O. -v --...... R.-
89 D0 201 I-IS.ZO 
.-- 90 . . hVLEG=VLEG+V(I ,- . .. .. . .. ... .. -.. ".-" 
. 92 . VLEC-VLE'.VUi(181VU(I9)-VU(20) 
93 TEMPVO0. 
96 16 TEPV-TEMPV+U(I) 
96- --- SPACE(3)-V(6029it6,TPVVUtI6)VU(19)VU120)---------- - - -- ----- - -
97
- 98 6-­ 1002.vU(IS).Vu(1&)+Vu(I7­-I 0 CONT N,UF ... . 7 .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . 
9.9 IF(Tr-TAS)I1.2.2 
- - -- --
Ink 
1 I S A S- S f.: 3! I6V - T T /TAS ) - -
&(I)= ,0sO.O,3SsAs*SF 
-. .. .. . ..... .. .. 
- -102 --- E(3IoO.I2.0.LI.SAS... 
103 HSpVC{(2O.SAS. O.)/Il32. 
lU4 (TtVC-( lO ..SAS 20.)/I332. 
205 60 TO 3 




110 3 TV.TT-o.I 
III IF(TV.LT,0*O)TV=O-O 
- - 12------- - FT-TVSi 
113 ' SVS-SIN(3.1I46-TV/TVS) 
116 GO TO6
 




119 6 CON TIJE
 
120 00 II I .=1,4 
-122-- I Cei(1)nlr./E)X9'.
 
-- 123 - -C -COMiPUTE VOLIJ4ES _____ 
124 VCSO1.O.Q 
- 25 00 56 lsI,32 
126ViJ 	 jclxI 
1-27---SS-VOJ(3.C3_ _______
 
128 V(SO)-V(SDI-4C9)-vt IU-VI 3)-V(IO3-vU(I$I-VU( 19)-VU(2DI
 
-129 -IF-1 rET.T4stOtGT4. Id~.
 
130 C ?ESOlRATORY 812Ms
 
-13 1 -- -- IF (PEX.E.-30) .0 TO 116 
132 1F( TIs-t3.0OR-o TnETA.LT.46. )GO To 1IS 
-- 133 -- TRSP-TRSP4T-TP5 
1.14 IF CT.?P .GT.*TR)RS -:. 
136 ?1T.4--2.6/i19fl0'4.T(*S6.4O9*T 1.2-53.479-T11 .3+16.602OT1.*4
 


















-1 	 347 -.-- r 00 72 la2d,32 
('48 72 PEXT(11.?lA8 
* 	1-49 - PEAT(14-PlAd 
ISO PEKT (21,)P l Ad 
-- SI MUSCLE PUMiP 
162 tmP*TMP+T-TPS 
163 -- - PS-T 
154 IF CTNMP.GE.l.)I TiP'O. ­





1'8 IF CSsI.LT .0.3 PjjPQ.
 
159 IF CPEX.cT.I.3 3 M?.
 








U'S 00 12 1-'17 
16a IZPRS0i)tACl3/CMP(II.PeXT(l) 
1 67 --- OPDTtPLU-PI/(2..0O'?) 
Los IVCoDPOT.aT.PUC [IiJPD(1OjsflP0T X 
169§ -- 00 13 1-1..17 





00 IS 1.1 8 .20 
-174 - PRS(l)mX(lI1tVU(I).2..PEXT(lltPT1S4PGBlAS-2.- -__ 
175 I5 INlXtIII-T.VU(IH)PRS(rln 
176 & tX41l)-VU(I31/CKPC1),PrXTCr).PTlS+PGft1AS 
177 DO 14i 1.2l,3Z 
-­ 178 ------ 14PR(Iz)-A(I)sCMP(x)+PEXTtz -­ ____________________ 
£79 PAA-X (a)/CAA.Pl-,h 
130 PUTASX (29) /CUTA-d'I TN 
161 PLTAfl(l2)/CLTA-PITH 
182 IvcPUTA.GT-SYS2 $YS*IPUTA 
183 LF(PLTA.Lt*OYS~ijYSSPUTA 
las PLABA-X( iq/CLABAIrtAR, 
I86 COO** M300INIAL VEhjA CAVA 
187 PAflJCn-5.4996+O.OdZ'iOA-v(21 V0.000339bV(21).V(21) 
I ti *.-O00fnO'.626'V(2l)-VI21t)*V(212-- - ** 
189 I F CA ( 211.CGTr.20. A.)a.X ( 21 1.LT . 0.)I 
191 CO.** THORACIC VE!JA CAVA 
192 PTHVC=--b006.0.lI6'4'V(22)-0.000)6567 3.V(22)tV(22) --- ---- - - -- ----- - ----­
193 - -*7.OOC~n1236:V(22 ):V( 2).V(22) . .­ *-­
195 PTHVC..3/I,0. +X2I-S.1 .1e 
196 PSPVC--3-999.Ob92'Tu9.1(231O0.O&+22i6-X423 *X(23)----------- . . . . . . .__ 
197 *'0.0C003166.A(2fl.X(23J.XC23) 
1Ila PTXVCFTHVC.?EAT(22),TSIAS -
149 PABVC=PAJCPE-AT (21IJ-:8 LAS 
201 QRA-£PPA-PRV) /ihA 
-20O2 t~-HEART $1U{±EL- -- - -- - --- --­ ___ 
233 IF(PRA.L T.PRv )t jRAfl. 
20q; - - AO9/F 
267 IF(CZOT(,91 *LT-...Al~n-oRV.EQ.0O)XDOT(09)-0.O 
2,;8-- - QL-A;(ILA-PLV) /,RIv ___ 
C0J9 IF(PLA.LT.?LV)OLAUO.O 
-210 QLVfXli)'rLAA - - -
211 - F(QLV.LT-f.0.)QLV=DO 
212 XDx0T (lIlIP I V- P AA+ PG16RA V 0L V 
213 1r(XDJOT(1l ).T3lAJorL.JO.HOT1)0.0 
* IN- -1L1,R CIRCULATION------------ -. -­ _____---- -
21S P-P/PC/  
*-216 QPCE(PPC-PPV)/Npc * --..- - -­
218 C ARTERIAL MODFL 
219 QAA-(PAA-PUT -eUCl2))/MUTA 
- 2C - - JTA~lPUtA-PLTAP6(I3L/RLTA - - - --­ ,-- - - ___________ ____ 
221 Q TA-(PLTA-PA8A+eG(I'I))RLA8A 
222 - LABA(tPLABA-PCILL-PGi v) )/'RC!LL 





226 - ---­ QLGCAPSPLGA-PLGVt)/PL(CAP-t 
227 RLGV-vt.Os 
228 LV ('LGVE .LT. J.0hRLGVL.67.%.6Ib16/
 
229--- -- LGVE*(PL&VE-PL" SIHI 6Vr
 
230 RLGSV-.OS 
-231 - -- !LGSV.LT.n-a)RLGSVU6.s6st.7 
232 QL4SVUCPLGSV-PG( L9)-I'VEV )/RLGSV 
-. 233 VE-NOUS MOCDEL 
234 iRFEV-.nl 
-- 236 -- --- ! 17E.J.LT-fl-abIFav-67.667567 
236 QFEV-(PrEV-P. (20)~-PABvC) /RFEV 
-- 237 - - ARVCf(PABVC-PG(AI1..PTHVCI/RAaVC 
238 QTHVC-(PrxqC-PG(22J $PA) /RThVC 
- 239. S V C-.(PSP~V C-Pq(43)-PR A) /Rq 9VC 
2N0 C KEAJ4AAMS 
-241 -.. -0L0C(PA4PSAP(2t)-LCI/HL0C __ ____ 
242 *LIPC* (P1 C-PVC i/RUPC 
2, 3 -IeRA1N-RIN(3l)l,OO./6fl. 
2111 t;AR9-17.25
 










250 QJVa(PJV-PG( 27) -PSPVC)/RJV 




2S31 -- C-- CONTINUITY FnR VENOUS RETURN
 
2 S4 ORETw4SPVt .tlrHvcCONL)
 







259- - -C-- hEtJAL CIiCunATIUN ___ 



































279 ADOT i 7)-,LGSA-'LuCAP
 
277. .- -- DO Ci)zLAtOA-
2.0 XOOT tI6)a(LCAP-LGVE 
28)31 ADOT( :9 14L,VF-ujLtSV 
282 ADDT(20la ILGhV-rv 
--- 263- .--.--- ot(2 Isv,4.~V-Sr ' 
284 XDOT(22)n.AEC*UPCV-ST$VC 
ZAS XOOT(2S1-Q.JV-QSPVC 
' 286 - AOOT(241)-LOC-UPC 
237 LOOTI 5S.UPC..'HCAP 
268 XflTCZ6,SaHCAP-QSV 
2a9 XD0TtZ7)-4HSV-fl 
290 - -- %00t28)=JCSNA-OCSMV 
291 A00 7 (29iJ'AAQuTA 
292 -DT -­ 07330.CSV-QPUV 
- -.-. 
-___________ 
293 ADOT(31 )--REJA..HAL.E 
291f XOOT(32)-9ALE-wRENV 
29S XOOT033=4LV 
216 -- A007113)-PLOC 
297 XDOT(3'fl'PUTA 





oa6&-G034 32 *Tfl S *COt.TR L 
----------- SdRlOUITNt CO4THL 
2 COIMQVN/SIATE/X1501,ArtTlf 
3- ~2/STkTE/wA.jVw,."LV)P4.PCuPV,AA(eAHC ,QLAA#WUTAsWLtA. JUAaA,
 
q 3CLA;JA,*JC1LL.4I.GbA.IL6AR. iCA.LV~O VUFV.dC.mcQPC
 
6 %QFAQAE'~E4WL I(IC S' 
-- -6/STATE/Ck.,CrV',CLs,CLV,C A .C&Ct$4,CAA ,CAkRCCLAA,CUTACLTACUAbA.
 






I I A/STATC/P.qAlat<V,9LA,eLVJ.Pe4,PPC,P,'OPAA,PA?4CPPLA t,PJTA.PLTAPUABA.
 
12 63PLABA,#PC ILLPL GS %,PLGA-.PL4'VL.PLt5V,%PrCV,PA8VCPTKiVCPbPVC,
 
-- 13 ----- PLOC,PU1PC,P-S.Pq,fCq4V,PliMVppov, 
14 OPREN'A,PRE'4V.PO(LA1,PA.PiC 
Is - COMM~ON/ST4TE/ 
26 - EARA*RRV. IiV,dAV .NPA ,(eC.PVRAC,4LA .RTA.H*LTAHUVA..
 
17 .. . FaLAaARCiLL.RLGSARLA,RL(,CAPRLGiVERI.GSVRFEV.RAovC,
 
19 R.T$V1 )RSI 
20 I/STATE/FLPA.FLAA.FLAtC,FLLAA,FLUTA ,FLLTA,FLIJADA.
 
-- 21 - JFLLAeA,rLC1,fl.rCS.IA,rLINA.FLPEU.IArLiI
 
22 C/STATt/4ISO1 VU!SL') ,PN3q),RLXT(32) st 4)
 
-- 23----- *PR.4, Ad$IAS,.TdI AiT TnAI , TIsEL,.SPACEC-5)
 
24 -L.Z(,O).,41(2O).Hi,SV,Cn-T,PX,I'SY5.rHUlS,FREO 
--2£ ~ ---- ~ 1 .- 4020)T .A V . P IAdP I Tn,PAP . TKHE T .$F -. .. . 
26 NTTOT,TAS.TVS.CIC2.sEt*4.PEX1Ns.TR
 
27 -. DUMI1IYCIN).,sPtT.VLcG ____
 
28 Ci CVS-HESP. IN4TERFACE
 
29 C - LOCIC DATA FOR p.
1NTERFACFIh OUT
 
30 COMMOUR I NTR/R .[11(101ROUT( 10)
 




*--33 --- -- dLw.rN1N(2} 
314 C iRAIlJN1N(3).1OOO./6fl. 
- -35 --- pCc lI4) 
56 PO2SAill(6l
 
38 0P02';P02,lO7 .qqgz 
---39 . RVACTI.'U(DPCO2.0P02V*0.fl12731
 
.40 C RVAc~ .~
 












.i 7-- - & U IV Al.E:.CE 
ha8 2 (ACCHET,Atql U *IA'.q,X(C3))I,(DAXC'Iil I,(DL,XCMSJ I.
 
-- 49 -- -. 31002.(48) ),(X:.3,A('.9I) .(P.)C2I,FLAGhIPL,(9) *UTS.(r&(1ZI .OIi
 




S2 C SAVE OLD Ko0TI41ltI9I
 
S3' 00 It 1-s14."
 
s'. 10 tA VE 1-3 9)L, 01TIII
 
656 DO 26 1-1,17.2
 
S7 IF(T-xKcI) 26,2 5 .25 
.-- -25 4=fl(?*) - -
_-... .... 

59 26 1FI~f) 27.27,28
 
-' 60 ...- 27 PEX=O.0 ­
61 GO TO 29
 
-" ' 	 62 ....- 28 PEXI.0 
63 29 CONTINJEF 
6' ----- C-...... .. -OXYGEN REQUIREMENT FUNCTION-VOZWDT---­
65 IFIOO2,LT.O.O)Dt2-O.0 




-l 	 70 DT3-D OL .
 
71 UT I SW1N(PS,,Dt I,DTZ)
%l 

- -72-------- DT.FCNS.v(PEXDT2,DT3,nTIN) 
73 C ALACTIC OXYGEN DEBT DA 
---	 74------------OA~h=.ISo(flTIl)l.6 ....... ............ 
75 DAIS .11N(PS,DO2,DAIH) 
76 ---- -- OAO FCNS (PEA O.O,O.O OA I ....... ..... ... . ........... . . . .. ...­
77 TSFCiS:,IPEX,O.300,.2.) 
78--- . XDOT(4q) (DAOU- .. .. .. . . .... . .... . . . .. . . .. A)/T8 

79 C LACTIC OXYGEN DEBT DL
 






...814 . .. . XOOT(4S)=iDLO-OL)/T8. ..
 
-. .. I---... 	
_
 
85 C 	 ARTERIAL-VENOUS OXYGEN DIFFERENCE AVD
 








90 -- - IF(PEX.EO .0O)FLAG.Ao~ . .. .. ..... .. . .... .. ..... . .. 
91 IF(FLAG.EQI.OJGU TO 6O 
------ 9I2 F(PEX)ADb60,1- .. . ..... . . 
93 61 ANF=I.0 
-- ..... . ... ...








98 ---- XDOTi99)Z(lI.CC.ANF-XJ3)/TAN .. . .. . . . . . .
 
99 ADOT .3 )=(S..PEX-Xr, ) /6 . 
.. ... 
lt OMDOZ2S./22. 
..... - - '....-.. -.. .. ....-- . 
10 DMtMX 2.	 - .. . .. 





1O ... . IF(PEA°i T.I.•3.,n -S/3TS.OT. . 
105 CrieONn32/G.c 
. 1.1. - Ir ClEmo;,. OT.Z.SN)C...E..M.1 ..- .. . ­





Ill C COuTROLLED RESISTANCES
 









IFIAMET.LT. I.,)RIE T-In;. 
RDMuVS. -1iSn.ODI/,)IIA 
IF (RDM.LT -15,)RUM- I '' 
LGCAP RM T R ; I33. 
1I1.11I9 . . .. RLGAdM-MET.R0MRLGARN--F?,-S4O0D-/ I I 
120 RLGA$ hLGARfRLCAtJ4IOO1)/1332..RVACT 






-­ 127 IF(RuMR.rT.I.)RuHkM|1 
128 RCS:IA(SoO0.+l0O70.(Ft/2.I2.,FOMR/2.))/l332.RVACT 
- 129 Sum-O ..... 
130 
-13!t~ ---
U0 92 1. 1,1I 
.FIC.!lFIi (I.!), . . 
132 92 SUM-FICI)TSU$ 
- -­ 133 .. ... F-,-FI | C0).-­ -
134 COT(SU+CO)/lS. 
£-135 IFCOT.GT.25)CGT026S. 
136 RPA.0I7 -,O07"5/21 * COT 
-- 137 RPC.OS96-,O2qB/21. * COT 
138 nPVHRPA 
-139---- HREFFnO. . 
--
1O 
,l| -----. IF cTHErA.GT. s,. .Al.D. T.GT'4O4) 60 TO 600 aCs t=l2 9a.t(477.-qI3.)IFNIjL/2.+fh/t vX/2.flhl3z2..RVACT .. ... ; 
142 RLGAh-(6409.-6O..PEARLGA6A N+RLGAkh)/1332,.RVACT V 
li3 -- kRALL-43600.+(U2C.-bI'n.).DL/C.9)/1332. 
14q 600 CONTII.UE 
---. 5----------Sr 6 7..37'..txtO0-.92 
£46 IFf5FoCT. 1.13S2SF=l.,136 ..'6tXb4O0-2.15) 
-1476
- 1| 7 -- XOoT(lO}=(,VUZDOT-X(NO) )/T7. . . . . . . 
146 IF(SF.LT.O.67)SF.b7 
-.....149 .. .. IFLSF.GT.3.}SFn3. 






-- - 1 -3-. .. 610 CONTIN -UE-. -­ ... . . .. . 
iS'. c PRESSURL REFERENCE FLWCTION PR 
--- ss PRN-8G.-CI-DO2 C2'ACCmET .. . . . . . 
157 - SU r. 
I58 00 91 - *Iq 
659--. .. F2(C11F2(1-12 ...... .. .... . 
160 91 SLJHMF2(t)'SUI 
-' 161 -- F-- S )aEN 
162 EF-(SUME%)/IS. 
- -­ 163 . ---- PAV PO (11 
164 iF ($AVG.LT,95. .1,. PAvG.GToh9) GAIN­
lb5S - I.N 1-3. 7V/6 .( PA VG-i.;..(,~E*----­
1&6b IF PAVG.LE.&9.) bCAIN= 4U.tGNEW 
£67 . . - I PCAVG.GT'.95.) AI:..33 c,t.E.. 
-­ 8 1-F---P-E-----,-'T,)G-A-I-tjGtE., 
170 IF(D0PLT,(*O)DL ,C 
171 TOTnO.300.OOP 
- 17.2' tIR-6O/T0T -
173 CONTROLLED COMIPLIANCES 
- 17s4 iRCtPRij-Pnc)-.7 
176 00 90 I-1,4I'1 
-­ 178 
177 
-­ ~---O FaIII"F3U"' 1 ) sur=V3c2;.SUM ---- - ---­ _____ - -
179 F3C'4SI-ERC 
160 - ERC'(5UM.ERC)/45. 
Sal 1F(ERC.LT.O.OIGO TO 7 
182 IF(EttL.GT.$0. 2EPc-d0. 
153 CLGVE-3.'/S6-il.C.083EC) 
164 - CLGV 3ti.0.OORSE-fRC) * .------­ __________ 
I1as 7 CONT I NtE 
-1&a - RESPIR~ATION 
Ia7 REST&2's.313 
.. 6.lea - IF (t$ETA.6TlS. .AND. T.GT.'i0-) RE5T02.37 - - -- - - - .....--­
1&9 C PRECUVO200T*8. 2'5.2R 




-194 - i(ACCMFT.LE.fl.0.AND.PFX.tC.0.CXOOT(M130O.O - -­
195 c OXYGEN DEFICIT FUNCTION 002 
196 - CALL OELAYI0.O,S,,V02007T,VOZTS,VO200,l) - - '- _____-___ _____ 
197XOTMf)(-c3rLxvzaT.3)/0 
196 IF (002.LE..O .0.At.0.PEX.EO.o0)X1(00a(it IOsO --­
199 00 31 1n 0,qq 
200 31 XCI)flXCU)-.1*CXQOT(II.SAVEII..39)) 
201 RETURN 
-202- ---- ENO40--- --.---­
________ 
QPRT,5 ALGQ--------- --- -
/4 
D86-603M32.TPFS. AL6O 
-. --------- UBRCUTINE AL6O(TJ 
____ 
2 C 1aTLGRAT1ON ALGORIThM 
--- --- COMMON /STATE/ XtEO),XDOT{SO) - - - --­
'4 M bIHENSIOe XnStSO;) 
5 Do- 1-1.234.­
6 3 XDS(1)-XUOTCII 
9 TtT-r 











I --.....-- SUBROUTINE XIO -­
2 COHMON/sTATE/X(6CD) 
----­ 3.......CC-OXO/XIO/N(9, Nw(8l,!NIT.A(9.6) 
' DATA KY.N*TL/IHN,6H TILT/ 
B .. . .... T'X(598I) 
SIF tINIT*GT*O) GO TO 00 
-- 71 I T- I .. .... 
6 CALL COATE(MO) 
9 CALL CTI E( IT) .... ---..- - -.. 
10 I-RITE(6.S)DMT 
I1 5 FCRHAT(/' CAkHOIVASCULAR TILT ERGOMETRY MODEL',6XA6,' AT .A6/- -
12 . . REFER TO GE-AGS USER GUIDE TIR 741-MEO-.....//) 
- .13 - . '--/TO SIMULATE TILT EXPERIMENT ENTER ,.o-t-­
124 A1 b95I)l. 
-- Is c READ cs,6* X(4.96) 
16 C 6 FORMAT (F6.0) 




kEAD 1 1,2 
YOU 7,ISH TO CHANGE INITIALIZED DATA? 
) K-.... ...... ... . . ........ 
tY/N) 
... 
20 20 FORMATIAI) 
-­" 2 - IF ( .Eo.KY) GO TO 60 .- - - - - -. - --... .... . . .. . .....- ... ....... 
22 
23 
6RiTE 1 6,30) 
30 FORHATCIOPLEASE ENTER INDEX(I-600), VALUE, CR- fI3,e12.6 t ) .-------­
24 60 TO 40 
2S. . 3S tRITE (6,86) ... . . . . .. 
-
__ 
26 SO kEAu (S.SCERRR3S) I,VALNEA 
27 50 FCRtAT(I3,EI2.6) .. . ........... 
2a ARITE (6,5 ) IVALNEA 
29 55 FORrAT('4X.38'..,I'qFIr,.I 
30 IF (I.LTI .OR. I.GT.ADO)'.GO ,TO 60 
31 - XII) - VALNEC .. . ......... 
32 GO TO 40 
33 60 ,RITE 1 6.70) 
3-4 70 FORAT(O-o You hISh TO MODIFY THE OUTPUT LI'ST? (Y/N)I 
.s -READ I 5,2 ) K 
36 IF (K.EO.KYJ GO TO 20 
37 
38 
wiRITS 1 6,80) --
80 FORMAT ('OPLEASE ENTER POSITIONIZ-9 ), INDEX(CI,6AO)Q) 
- - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-39 f I. LA6CL. CR; 11I,14.A6I)) 
-. - -




aS KItTE (6,86) 
86 FORMAT (I -READ ERROR.)t .•,, 
-­
90 REAO cS.boo,EPR*s5) IP.IdNkB 'N . ...... ..... ...... ... .......... --­
44 I00 FOR$AT(1,1I.At) 
46. --- RITE (6,101) IPIN.. 
'6 101 FORNATCqX,3h'', 12. ,IXAA) 
..7 IF 4IP.E .O) GO TO 20. 
. 
R8 IF lIP.ED.IJ GO To 9 
'-- 9 . . IF i P.LT.2 .OR. IP.GT,9) GO TO SF .. ....... .. 
so IF II.LTI *UR. I.GT.A30) GO TO 8S 
61 GO TO (900103,IO'.,O08.O6,IO7,lO8,l09),IP 
-1 -




GO TO 0 
"503 i 2)o* 
S7 GO TO 90 
59 NA(31N4, 
60 - GO TO 90 
61 105 N14)-! 
- - 62 - - dlwNW -
63 'GO To 70 
64 106 N IS).. 
6&. NhlS)DNY's 
-- 66 -. GO TO 90 - -
67 107 k(6)sl 
- 68 - flb(6nNWB- -. 
69 GO TO 90 
70 - - h(7) .. 
* 71 N A-7)- h 
72 GO TO 9n 
73 109 N(a)tz 
75 GO TO 90 
- 74- ----­ 2.00 CONT IUE .... 
77 IF (T.GT.C.0O01) GO TO 21S 






GO To 210 
a1 Nt9 7 )=576 
- 25 ----210tn1TE (6,206) N~(~l 1 j$ 
83 205 FORMAT(///* SECS'.S(2XA6)/' 599',618/9 ***.., 
84 - ----- 1 .. )) ... .. . ..... . 
8 215 Do 220 11.9 
-­" 8 6 . .. K ( I ).. ... . . . 
87 A(1,SJXU) 
... a- -- 220 A(te)a(A(II).A(I,2).A(1.s).A(!,')lAUSlI/S.O 
89 X(570)-A(9,6I 
9 IF (N(7)*E0.67 *AND. T*LT.41.) A(7.6).O. 
91 C 4R11E(6.300)T,(A(I,6£,1sl.R) 
92 . .. ... IF ((T-PT)ILT..i .OR. AAOU(TAaS(X(599))).GT.I.) GO TO 310 
93 Lp-T 
9q .. . .. T LP 
95 ,RITE6,300)PTdA( 16),Xat8) 
96 300 FORNAT (F7,I.AFE.3) 
57 IF (AIS99i.GT.0.) GO TO 310 
- 98 - DIMENSION NXP(2.~RNx.P(2qI 
-- - ---­
99 DATA .XP/SSH4SS6q*qgt.571,2'.123,13'4138,15O l21. 
-100-.... & 201,203,227,221,23a3,r9.2O,4il,576,13(,4q,242*206/ 
101 JO 3I 1-12" 
-- - 102 .... J.t.d xt I) 
103 301 RIXP(I)aX(J) 
o., 1%IITE (6,3cS) RNXP 
lOS C AR1TE ( 3Ob) (X(I2),Tl,32) 
-­ 106 ...... 305 FORMAT (7X,'L16.6. 
107 310 Do 320 j-1.4 
308 D0 320 11.9 -. 





















"- 9 Coo STATE 
10 DATA A/89.9,21s.a.3asTl214.O,7.7,O.6,27.q.6.SO.,O.. 1-10 
1--" It O..3.2,O-.,13.6,52.3,62.q,4.1,126.0,205.,2.S,. I- 20 . .. . . . 
12 2 3SS-2.2S3.5.36,9,23.S,31.2s63,4,3-1.gsq*2,3,20O7o 21- 30 
-----13 .....- a 17-t'4a 7 .5o.oO°.bT+o.so* 	 31-laO - ____ 
04 Co. FLOW 




----- 17 . . DATA C/4b0..l.2,I.7,S.3,2S,2.O*2,O.,.21,.2,8,.3,3.96,3.14.6 151-170
 
Is 1 3-0... 12..3996,S.3..905,9.s9,I.5'5,6.0q7, 171-LIS
 
19---- -- 2 .2224,2.S17,e1o...a,1200./ 181-zo­
20 Co. PRES
 




23 DATA E/3.Oo75oS6,.O3'..Olv22,.DS2SS,.01S22,20O.,.Ol200, 251-260 ---­
2'4 1 .0 0 0 q ,0 ... ZOOOO,. 3qfl°.3D3,'SDS,.SDS,.o7bo8..Q7SO8,.21Q2, 261-270
 
--- 25 -------- 2.0073a,.007508..Oi 2o2,.I,.0337,3.431,.3754,.oO302,Ls.39,2.36 - -2 11-260 
26 3 o3.DISO2..'Sa'S,2.71qq.6v',0..o.. 291-2903.S3qS.22SZ..S2S,.
0









-3IOATA G/4880.5000.,50O0.,.3.,O,30, .O.,86.,15.400,61.2*6 . .... 321-3ao
 
32 	 I 0. .9.5.O.,I3.5,19M,30.,30.,lOO ,la8. O0. 381-390
 
.....-33- -2 3.0.o,SO,:Sc9..28,,5*62,,o.O,37.,l 	 a9i-qo -_0_ 
3M 	 3 SO150.,IASolOO., 01"20
3
5- .. -	 • 34=*j. 32=O*.q*0..2;,S3.63.'999.,*O.. I2t",9S .. . ..­
36 0.,3.0..2.,U.,7*0.,-7..2eO., 	 1.96-5 10 
38 	 S' IN.,2.-7. *-I/4,0.,+O.,-I, 13".,+ $21 5'tO
 
-- 39-- . '1 . o. 1 I... 	 60 _I__0..0,IOOO0.16..6 	 .-­-I.sOI ) 

40 6 72.,.09,6.7,SO.,s83,Q.. 661-570 
--­417 oSOo,-I.S O..9o,.u a..a33,19,36OI&., -- 571-560 . ....... .... ......­
'$2 a o,.I,6 MC.10,1*,. 581-600 
43 ... COfMON/X[OD/N9)I,N4(b) *INIT .... 
- 9 OATA ZNT/O/ 
45 - -DATA N&/' HRI,' Cof.. SVI,'VOZDOt.. 
46 * I SYST',' 01AI,1 TILT'.' LEGVi/ 
47 DATA /S661,56b3,b62,7n,47,boR.57 .bO0,70/ 
'48 COxMfl/RINTR/RIt,( I0) sROUTtI1) 












RE4 RC7 . 
FOR RCS(O) 
R Et. RC S . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 
FOR RC910) 
REL RC9 . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
FOR R CtI ( ) 
REL R XIQ. ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
FOR R¢II(O) 




r OR Rc I7(c) 
FOR RC1g9 G]1 
REL RC I?. . . . . ... . . ... . ... . . 
FOR RC20(0] 
REL R C 20 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 
FOR RC21903 
REL RC 21 . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . 
FOR RCF|tO) 
REL RCF l . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 
FOR RCF2(01 
R EL R CF 2.. . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
FOR RCF3(01 
REL RCF3.. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.FOR SSVENT(Ol 
REL' SSVENT , 
ELT SeADAT(C), 
ELT GkODATtO) --
FO O LAY{ )) 
REL rELA Y 
FOR FC 'JS O .. . . ... . . . .. . .... . . . . 
REL FCNSW 
FOR S* IN{ -0 1. . .. .. . . ... . .. 
REL S.'IN 




FOR x 1O 10 
REL XIO 
FOR BLXDAT(D|" ... . . .. . . . . 
RCL SLKOAT,0 
RL'- EXEC.. . . .. -
ELT EAEC(O) 
FOR Cvs(o) 








FOR SSO2 /SA(O -... .. 
EL? RUNGtu) 
FOR TCRG/SA(O) . 
FOR C'S/SA(O) 




u O ( 
ELT RvN(t ) 
FOR ALCO(O . - . ... ..... 
REL ALGO 
FOR SSO2h(O) --- . .... 
REL SS2f, 
ELI- LISTIO. --- -
FOR CONTRL/OLCO 
FOR CVS/O tOr --.. -
FOR 6'(33,In.OL(O) 
FOR TERG(OI . . .. .. - . . . 
REL TRG 










-.. . . . . . 
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